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School Information
Year group

Nursery Reception

Number of
pupils

76

87

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

86

59

58

60

60

55

Impact
Below is an outline of where the funds have been spent and the impact it has had.
Activity

What is the need?
(Evidence why)

Cost (item breakdown
and total)

Impact

Mats and trolley for
gym

Equipment needed

£319.00

Improvement in the provision
of resources

Circus skills equipment

Develop the variety of extracurricular clubs

£25.84

Circus skills club was full-15
pupils, one group of pupils
used their skills in our
‘Millbrook’s
Got
Talent
competition’.

Tracks for races, marks for
field events-competition,
physical activity
Awards for competition

£110.00

Coach/mini bus

Competition

£100.00

Participation in competitive
experience-swimming
competition

Gymnastics Coach
through Leap
membership

Improve teaching and
learning of gymnastics,
identified through teacher
survey.
Variety of extra-curricular
clubs-getting more children
into sport

Leap Membership-£2,900

Improved confidence in the
teaching of gymnastics-Staff
meeting

Sports Day
Lines on field

Medals
Travel

All pupils participated in a
competitive experience

£63.75

Further variety in extracurricular clubs-12 pupils per
term across all key stages
participated in Gym club, with
the
supervising
teacher
commenting “it is so lovely to
see all the pupils cartwheel
and handstand”
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Pupils’ leadership
(umpiring/referring)

Ordering resources for
PE lessons

Pupils who do not have kit in
some classes were not
participating “a group of
pupils from another class
came to sit in my class
because they didn’t have
kits, is that right?”.
Pupils gain experience in a
variety of sporting roles
Highlighted on questionnaire

Basketball hoops
Balls

Squistles
6 x £5.99
£35.94

All pupils
lessons.

included

in

PE

Hoops-£49.99 x2
£99.98
Rugby balls pack of 12
£71.88
Other balls pack of 12
£29.99

All pupils participated in
lessons, improved levels of
physical activity.

Swimming
Tshirts for gala
Hats for gala

Kit for the swimming team

£77.45
£29.83

Competition

Volleyball net
Surfboards

Resources for a variety of
activities in the water

£126.53
£150.60

Improved water confidence

P.E. Conference

KS1/KS2 OFSTED and
Primary School Sport
Funding

Leap Membership-£2,900

PE Coordinator better equipt
to direct and support in areas
that will promote competition,
physical
activity
and
assessment.
Assessment to measure
pupils’ progress is now in
place.

KS1/KS2 Dance for All-Staff
questionnaire

KS1/KS2 Primary PE
AssessmentPlanning scrutiny and
development of
schemes of work
-Meeting with mentor
-Time to find plans
-schemes of work

From a planning scrutiny it
was noted that there was no
consistency in the PE plans
and discussions were held
about whether what is being
taught would develop a
range of skills.

Leap Membership-£2,900
Schemes of work:
Val Sabin Dance

Staff uniform
PE t-shirts

Creation of an
assessment format
-meeting with Leap
mentor
-discussion about
planning
-creation of document
Swimming training
course

The assessment tool we
have has no meaning, it
doesn’t measure progress
across the years.

Staff to experience training
to develop the pupils
swimming further

Leap membership
(£2,900)-meeting and
mentor time.

All
planning
resources
organised and made available
to staff. Staff meeting booked
for teachers to use this time to
plan their PE next year.

‘I really like having the uniform
for PE. It makes me feel ready
to teach it’-quote from staff
member.
Teachers can identify areas for
pupils to work on to develop

Swimathon record Spring
Term:
Year group Average
Improvement
3
8.6m
4
6.8m
5
24m
6a
4m
6b
18.6m
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Summary
As you can see, most of the funding this year was put towards improving the teaching and
learning of PE through the purchase of schemes of, staff meetings and resources.
Plan for next year
We will be using the majority of the funding for improving pupils’ fitness and the number of
competitive experiences our pupils have next year. We will be part of a new partnership
and look into different ways to measure our pupils’ fitness, as well as ways of improving it.
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